PHARAOH HEADDRESS

Age Range: Any

Description: This project will allow young artists to create their very own Pharaoh Headdress. By using different colors and patterns the opportunities are absolutely endless. Pair this headdress with some Egyptian bracelets that you can also craft!

Historic Context: There are many different types of headdresses in ancient Egyptian culture. Some were specific to the various gods in ancient Egyptian culture, and some were specific to the different pharaohs, or kings, of ancient Egypt. For example, the sun god Ra, was often depicted wearing a headdress that featured a large round disk on it representing the sun. Kings would indicate what region of ancient Egypt they reigned over. The upper Egyptian kings were seen wearing a white cone-like crown, but kings of lower Egypt wore a red flat top crown, and some kings who reigned over both would wear a crown that combined the two. But there were also headdresses that were specific to different regions of ancient Egypt, or different occupations.

Time: 15-30 min

Materials Needed: blank paper, scissors, coloring tools, glue

STEP ONE: DRAW OUT THE TOP AND TWO SIDES FOR THE HEADDRESS.

STEP TWO: MAKE YOUR COBRA!

SHOW US YOUR CREATION #RAFFMACSUSB
**STEP THREE:** CUT OUT EACH PIECE. (SIDE PIECES, TOP, HEADBAND, & COBRA)

**STEP FOUR:** COLOR & DECORATE!

**STEP FIVE:** ATTACH YOUR PIECES TOGETHER.

SHOW US YOUR CREATION #RAFFMACSUSB
STEP SIX: WEAR & ENJOY!